Balancing and presetting are key elements of modern manufacturing. It is obviously a good idea to combine these two procedures. The Tool Dynamic Preset is a perfect combination of Haimer’s balancing technology and Zoller’s measuring technology. The tool is clamped in the high precision balancing spindle fitted with Haimer’s proven adapter system. This saves time and increases accuracy because the tool does not have to be re-clamped.

- Forward-looking state-of-the-art technology by technology leaders
- Highest efficiency by combining two production stages
- Utmost precision due to high precision clamping in Haimer’s balancing adapters
- Reasonable price and efficiency ratio
- Needs little space
- Time saving
- Simple and logical operation
- Adapter for all interfaces
- Highest possible measuring comfort

**TAC Rockford Product Line**

---

**Tool Holders**
**Gauges**
**Accessories**
**Rapid Prototyping**